Optional accessories
Bliss™ track system

Bliss – it’s the only word we could find that could possibly
describe that effortless feeling you’ll get when you quilt with
our exclusive track system. Specially designed horizontal
wheels on the sewing head and roller bearings on the table
rails provide smooth, effortless and easy movement
allowing you to quilt for hours without feeling tired.
With Bliss, you’ll be able to quilt for hours on end
without the fatigue felt with cumbersome track systems
or heavier machines.

Bliss™ track system maintenance
Unlike other channel systems on the market, the APQS rail
profile prevents dirt and thread build-up so you can spend
more time quilting and less time cleaning. No adjustments
are needed – all you have to do is quilt. Bliss can be added
to all new machines (except George). Bliss can also be
retrofitted to most existing APQS machines.

Quilt Glide Stitch Mode

Quilt Glide combines manual sewing mode and stitch
regulation mode to give you accuracy and consistency
without that “jerky” feeling that is common when trying
to do detail quilting in regulator mode alone.
When engaged, the Quilt Glide keeps the needle moving
up and down in stitch regulation mode, even when
you stop moving the quilting machine. Since the needle
continues to stitch when Quilt Glide is on, you’ll feel
like you’re gliding through your design like smooth
pen strokes.
Add the Quilt Glide Stitch Mode feature to your new
Millie, Millie30 or Freddie or this feature can also be
retrofitted to any 2008 or newer Millie or Freddie.

Automatic Quilt Advance

The Automatic Quilt Advance System with foot pedal control lets you
advance or back up your quilt with the push of a button or a toe tap
on the foot pedal. The motorized advance turns the pick-up roller to
move your quilt ahead, saving time.
The Automatic Quilt Advance system can be added to the Millie,
Millie30 and Freddie machines or when Lucey is upgraded
to a Deluxe table.

Hydraulic lift

The hydraulic lift is available as an upgrade. It lets you adjust table
height 9 inches with the push of a button so you’ll always quilt in
comfort. Front rollers on the table are set up above tabletop level to
make it easier to load quilts and provide the option of sitting on a stool
at the front side of the table when doing intricate detail work on a quilt.
You can add the hydraulic table lift to all machines except George.

Overhead lighting

Illuminate your workspace with an overhead lighting system from
APQS. Simple to assemble and install, you can direct the five trackmounted fixtures independently along the track and shine the light
just where they need it.
The lighting system brings the total height of the APQS machine to
82 inches with the legs set as low as possible. If you’re considering
this system, be sure to measure the height of your ceiling prior
to purchasing the system, especially if you also own the optional
hydraulic lift system.
The overhead lighting system can be added to the Millie,
Millie30 and Freddie models or when a Lucey is upgraded
to a Deluxe table.

